There are 71 sporting gun book for sale on Etsy, and they cost $24.98 on average. The most common sporting gun book material is gold. The most popular color? You guessed it: black. Currently, the best gun book is the Blue Book of Gun Values. Wiki researchers have been writing reviews of the latest gun books since 2015.

For sport shooters and the more practically minded gun owners out there, technical books are the way to go. These will often lay out strategies for a variety of situations, including encounters with home invaders, criminals on the street, and more. They also may focus on the technical specs of specific guns, as well. These books will give owners an edge in caring for their firearms, increasing their reliability in the field, and also helping to maintain their resale value in the years to come. Whatever type of book you end up getting, if the recipient cares about guns, they’re liable to like y Books.


BUTLER DOUGLAS SHOOTING BOOK THE SPORTING GUNS BEDSIDE COMPANION hback BARGAIN. £10.45. £5.50 postage. Guns & ammo annual 1991. Rifles Handguns Shooting Hunting Collecting Weapons. £6.49. £9.72 postage. SHOOTING & GUNFITTING, Hearn Sporting Shotguns Birds Marksmanship Technique Guns. £6.49. £6.45 postage. Sporting shotguns are, for the most part, the blue-collar workers of the firearms family. Sure, there are some high-end guns out there with fancy wood and delicate engraving, but when you say shotgun the vision that most often comes to mind is that of a hard-working field gun. Shotguns do their work from coast to coast without flash or ego. They are there on the trap ranges and the clays courses, in the goose pits, the duck marshes and the upland. We use them all the time without a second thought. This book will help you choose and use these tools better, every time you take them out of the gu...